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End of the road?
The fossil fuel cycle
The blueprint?
The old fossil fuel regime
The power of the new energy regime

1960s:  
THE ANSWER MY FRIEND IS BLOWING IN THE WIND

2000s:  
Graph showing increasing trend with wind turbines in background.
Power capacity by region (source: World Bank)
Regional power trading
Energy sector reforms

YOU WANT COAL? WE OWN THE MINES.
YOU WANT OIL AND GAS?
BIG OIL
WE OWN THE URANIUM.
YOU WANT SOLAR POWER?
WE OWN THE WELLS.
YOU WANT NUCLEAR ENERGY?
WE OWN THE GOVERNMENT.
Independent power brings possibilities

'Pooh sticks' just isn't the same since the IPPs took over this creek.

BET MY STICK GOES THROUGH THE TURBINE BEFORE YOURS.
The Hybrid Model and the role of the state
Restructuring of the SA energy market

WE NEED AN ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY MASTERPLAN

GOSH!!

@N.Mjusi
Favourable conditions for energy trade
The future

“Our will make electricity so cheap that only the rich will burn candles.”

Thomas Edison